Concurrency & Memory Hierarchy

Abstract
The majority of modern microprocessors are architected to utilize multi-level data caches as a primary optimization to reduce the latency and increase the perceived bandwidth. Using an application. The spatial and temporal locality provided by data caches work well in conjunction with applications that access memory in a linear fashion. However, applications that exhibit random or non-deterministic memory access patterns often induce a significant number of cache misses, thus reducing the natural performance benefit of the data cache. In response to the performance penalties inherently present with non-deterministic applications, we have constructed a unique memory hierarchy within the GoblinCore-64 (GC64) architecture explicitly designed to exploit memory performance from irregular memory access patterns. The GC64 architecture combines a RISC-V-based core coupled with latency-hiding architectural features to a memory hierarchy with Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) devices. In order to cope with the inherent non-determinism of applications and to exploit the packetized interface presented by the HMC device, we develop a methodology and associated implementation of a dynamic memory coalescing unit for the GC64 memory hierarchy that permits us to statistically sample memory requests from non-deterministic applications and coalesce them into the largest possible HMC payload requests.

In this work, we present two parallel methodologies and associated implementations for coalescing non-deterministic memory requests into the largest potential HMC request by constructing a binary tree representation of the live memory requests from disparate cores. We present the coalesced HMC memory request results from applications that exhibit linear and non-linear memory request patterns compiled for a RISC-V core in contrast with a traditional memory hierarchy.

Introduction
This work introduces a concurrent dynamic memory coalescing model in GoblinCore-64 (GC-64) machine.

• The core machine model and instruction set are based on the RISC-V [1] instruction set architecture. We utilize the three-dimensional stacked memory devices in the form of Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) devices [2] as the basis for the GC-64 main memory, which provides uniquely high bandwidth over traditional DDR-based memory units along with a packetized memory interface [3].

• The concurrent processing methodology and associated are designed and implemented in order to coalesce memory accesses from disparate GC64 cores into the largest potential HMC memory requests. We utilize a parallel, tree-based methodology in order to optimize the process of coalescing disparate read and write requests prior to dispatch HMC requests in a dynamic memory coalescing unit or DMC. In comparison with the conventional serial method, this concurrent DMC mechanism further decreases the number of the requests flushed into the hybrid memory cubes. Further, the new approach increases the efficiency of the memory coalescing, especially when coupled to multiple HMC devices or when executing applications whose memory request patterns are unusually non-deterministic.

Test Results
We test a set of applications: HPCG, STREAM, Scatter & Gather, SSCAV2, 2, 4, and 8 threads with the concurrent DMC model to justify the efficacy of our approach.

• The performance and scalability are stable and outperform the lack of coalescing as the thread concurrency scales from 2 to 8. The scatter and gather test case provides particularly good scalability at 8 threads as it coalesces 72.48% and 78.47% of the incoming memory accesses with APA and WPA, respectively.

Conclusion & Future Exploration
In this work, we have presented a new methodology to the core dynamic memory coalescing approach using concurrent DMC model.

• We illustrate two parallel algorithms that increase the overall efficacy and scalability of coalescing memory requests designed for one or more hybrid memory cube devices.

• We also demonstrate the efficiency of this design through the test of STREAM benchmark, scatter/gather memory requests, HPCG and SSCAV2. The future direction of the research will focus on the extension of the research based on the architectural direction of the GoblinCore-64 project.

• We will continue to utilize and expand our support for our use of hybrid memory cube devices specification 2.1 and conduct more tests on various benchmarks to do a more comprehensive analysis.

• We will also continue to improve the efficiency of the DMC methodology by optimizing the microcode implementing the microcode directly in RISC-V assembly in order to remove as much of the microcode latency as possible.

Dynamic Memory Coalescing Components:

1. Spike Simulator: modified to read all the memory requests from RISC-V cores and flush them in to the DMC Driver
2. DMC Driver: instantiates the microcode with synthetic memory traces and provides basic runtime debugging information.
3. Microcode: consists of the Request Tree Manager and the HMC Request Manager units.
4. Request Tree Manager: ingests the incoming memory requests and manages the internal tree state.
5. HMC Request Manager: converts the memory requests to the equivalent HMC memory requests in the correct packetized form [4].

Architecture of Concurrent DMC Model:

We design two different concurrent coalescing algorithms for the concurrent DMC methodology, the address partitioned algorithm (APA) and work partitioned algorithm (WPA).

• APA: the whole memory space is partitioned into several partitions or HMC devices. Each thread will only insert the request whose address falls into respective memory partition.

• WPA: based on partitioning the memory space, read and write requests are also partitioned. Two threads are assigned to work on the same memory partition. One thread handles the read requests, correspondingly, the other thread only handles the write requests.

Coalescing Tree Logic

• The coalescing tree is built as the sorting binary tree. Each node in the binary tree contains:
  • Task ID: source task ID for each specific request
  • Address: The source address of the respective memory request

• The coalescing tree logic will only coalesce the requests with contiguous address.

• After coalesce the 8 requests in the table, request 4 and 7, request 3 and 8 will be coalesced into a HMC read and write request respectively. However, all the other requests cannot be coalesced.

Tree Structure of Memory Requests

Coalescing Tree:

1. By coalescing the memory requests into the HMC memory requests, we reduce the number of requests flushed into the hybrid memory cubes.

2. The tasks are then balanced by the resources in the hybrid memory architecture.

3. The coalescing tree logic will only coalesce the requests with contiguous address.

4. After coalesce the 8 requests in the table, request 4 and 7, request 3 and 8 will be coalesced into a HMC read and write request respectively. However, all the other requests cannot be coalesced.
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